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LENSS© -The Trifecta Against Tyranny
Law Enforcement Network Sharing Solution Platform
As law enforcement globally searches for solutions to stem aggressive changes in society and
the social actions against policing, the firm answer is staring you right in the face.
Policing didn’t just happen overnight, it has been with us one hundred and eighty-nine years.
Since Sir Robert Peel enacted and formed the Metropolitan Police of London in 1829. He not
only formed the protection of the people, set Nine Peelian Principles that stand firm today and
must not lose sight of.
In fact, there is a tenth principle for 2018 and
beyond, LENSS, the Law Enforcement Network
Sharing Solution. Technology might be the social
leader, but if you do not embrace and use tools
that Peel could have only dreamed of, you missing
so much that will work with and for you.
Policing right now is failing not only itself but the
people it was designed to protect! It has become
a ‘them and us’ situation that has depleted forces
due to political misunderstanding and failure to
understand the simple rules of life.
For five years there has been a simple, but effective idea, which it was converted and borne
from working the streets with law enforcement in a state in the United States of America. That
most probably in many eyes, is not the savviest state in the deep south. Many a joke or cryptic
comment has been voiced with determent. To most, Louisiana is the New Orleans street parties
on Bourbon Street and a Southern drawl that has been mocked for decades.

No, it is not!
LENSS was borne through logic and ‘street smarts’, proving you don’t have to be in Silicon
Valley, London, Amsterdam or Los Angles to solve the largest policing concerns of the past fifty
years with the decline of society in regard to crime.
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Why are there so many disjointed opinions, events, and disruptions going on today?
Simple, if you don’t have the real information or facts, you cannot make the correct decisions!
It is seriously about ‘Lost Data’, information that we hear or see but never record via the
written word in the form of simple notes. Over sixty percent of all police events never have one
word written about them in a report. If it does not have a simple check-box it goes unnoticed,
which means that the next officer who stops or is responding to a ‘call for service’ is in the dark
and their safety and security is in jeopardy.
Communications is pure common sense and not some robotic procedural regimen. In our
personal lives and business, we seem to get stuck in ruts. You know the feeling where you use
the same word over and over again in the meeting like you are affixed and linked at the hip. We
have all done this!
Policing is no different, it is a conversational format
that works in general, but misses so much! Yes,
officers have the verbal situation script that they use
each and every time when a sequence is occurring.
On the other side in this direct conversation is the
interviewee, who has not been coached on the
answers in the majority of cases.
During the conversation/interview, ‘keywords’, actions, objects, and visual examples are noted
by the officer as these cannot be placed in a normal report with a check-box. They must appear
in the ‘Notes Section’ of the information gather of the report, which can be likened to an Index
Card which back in the day traveled across the Collator’s desk as intelligence gathering and was
then filed in a storage box or silo, rarely seeing the light of day.

Not today!
You would think in this technological social media world it would be right there for all police
officers/detectives/administrators to have access and be informed about if it is connected to
something on their patch or associated to a previous situation.

It is not!
Oh, but it is with Perceptive Intelligence and the LENSS (Law Enforcement Network Sharing
Solution Platform). No, not some software company who have buried their heads in pure
technology and programming, they know the streets, they understand policing.
The majority of the personnel are former law enforcement officers, counter-terrorism, narcotics,
gangs, fraud, federal and government agencies and importantly more than street savvy of the
actions of the streets of America, the United Kingdom, and Europe.
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Of course, the creation of LENSS, the patented, proprietary software is the influencer of
productively solving crime in the most proactive manner ever, imaginable. Actually, it is sharing
information which is compared and solves the crimes and potential crimes productively.
LENSS works across the board, no matter what part of public safety. It is the patented ability
to securely share information.
Community Policing

Traffic Stops

Traffic Accidents

DUI Checkpoints

LPR

Stop & Frisk

Gang Investigations

Calls for Service

Drug Investigations

Loss Prevention

Border patrol

Immigration/Customs

Pedophile Groups

Human Trafficking

Slavery

CCTV Reports

Facial Recognition

Currency Recording

Terrorism

SWAT

Warrant Service

All information gathered through any of those situations is totally shareable instantaneously with
those who have a connection across borders and agencies via email and text. Bringing them
directly into the capability to solve right there and then.
The instantaneous change to make now is regarding the epidemic of money laundering, which
you know that mixed with the drug trade is the root of the majority, if not all of the crime.
Without cash, these crimes are severely hampered. The corridors of trafficking can if used in a
very different, but logical way solve more connected crimes that you can ever imagine. Those in
narcotics know it better than ever, but getting the bosses to listen, well that takes people like
us, that not only bring you the important tools to enact these game-changing solutions, not two
months down the road but now!
This is the other and more important factor of LENSS, it is the only ability globally to insert
logged currency within drug cartels and organized crime. Logged? Simple, every currency note
has a serial number, why not record it?

Oh, you do! But how?
Law enforcement records funds that are to be placed on the
streets, by photocopying each note, placing in files and then
waiting. Once a bill or bills are found, someone somewhere has
to know whence they came. That can be a difficult part from
one side of the country to the other. The copy of the funds is
sitting in an envelope, siloed and not on a database as such,
which has to be searched for. There is no direct connection
available to the officers, it is a hit or miss situation and luck
plays a major part in solving and connecting the crimes.

If your agency is photocopying ‘drug buy
funds’, then you are one of our clients!
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Perceptive Intelligence has the only ‘real-time’ database which is able to be queried by a
street officer and if a match, linked in ‘real-time’ to the officer or department who placed those
funds on the street. As soon as the query is answered, an SMS Text and/or Email is sent in
under thirty seconds to those involved. There is no other solution or platform available globally
and is more than a game changer. It must though, be adopt by states, counties, city law
enforcement, governments and those industries that deal in cash, including commercial banking,
casinos, realty agents, auction house, car and boat dealerships.
It starts with using the LENSS Currency Tracking Platform, as simple as
counting and scanning the ‘drug buy funds’, attaching a case number and
short details, which remain confidential. The funds are now via a law
enforcement undercover or a confidential
informant, placed in the system. This is
the same method whether it be drugs or
infiltrating organized crime.
You have now created a force multiplier of all officers on
the streets, who are now your ears and eyes.
Become part of the global solution and platform that for the
first time has simplified the tracking of currency. From
Commercial Banking to Casinos and the Cash Houses, now currency can be tracked. Ensuring
that these businesses are doing all they can to combat money laundering. It is, as a business,
the insurance policy you have been looking for, which enhances policing.
Contact directly today for that important discussion.
Call: (318) 995-1821 or Email: ashton@perceptiveintelligence.com

LENSS is the Change…
WE ARE IN THE NOW & KEEP YOU; IN THE KNOW…
R’s

Nicholas Ashton
Strategic Development
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